**AK 022**
**AFRICA DUST EFFECTS**

This is a product used to realistically represent dust effects in vehicles of the Africa Korps, British, and even modern vehicles. The perfect product to make washes for accumulated surface dust, dusty tracks and much more. This product is an enamel product and it can be blended with the rest of our earth colors and can be diluted with AK Interactive White Spirit.

**HOW TO USE PRODUCT GUIDE**

**SHOP**

To get a light dusting effect on a vehicle apply the product directly from the pot in the airbrush and project it on the surface covering more in areas prone to powder.

Once it is completely dry with a clean brush dipped in thinner proceed to sweep up and down the surface previously airbrushed.

Mixed with other products and used as a wash over these chains get the overall dust effect. We can add some texture with plaster.

After airbrushing the product and removed the brush observe cracks and crannies covered in dust.